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Need a handle on what's de�nitely IN this wedding season? Here's a capsule
on the latest wedding trends for India in 2019.

 

Need your wedding look to be as perfect and on-point as your swishing personality

and style, especially on your wedding day? Begin your journey to catch the trend

with this set of latest wedding trends for your D-day.

Here, we've compiled the latest wedding trends that seem to be rocking both the

ramp and clicks by wedding photographers aplenty. Pick the ones which suit your

look the best and get inspired, ahead of your own wedding shopping journey.

1. The green lehenga
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While the larger set of bridal collections, from houses both big and small, are still

stocking pastel lehengas and peach inspirations, darker shades seem to be getting

a new lease of life, especially ahead of the winter/festive season.

One such stroke of colour which is evoking a lot of intrigue and demand is the

green lehenga, especially the botanical green. Last seen on Kajol Shrivastava, the

shade bring an o�-hand sense of delight to your own wedding journey.

If green seems too bold an approach for you, use it in contrast, in the form of a

jewellery pair-up. This would go well with the resurgence of the colour amid the

latest wedding trends for out�ts.

2. Experiments beyond Boho and �oral jewellery
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When it comes to fusion jewellery designs, to wear to your lighter, day functions

think beyond the basic �oral jewellery or conventional boho designs.

Try your hands at paper quilling, silk thread jewellery and other unconventional

materials - feathers, tassels and ribbons work fabulously too. These merge well

with the latest wedding trends, where brides seem to bring more and more

diversity in terms of their wedding wear.

3. Pooch wedding wear
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Yes, when it comes to the latest wedding trends in wedding wear, fashions for your

pooches and felines are a reality and not just a fantasy. Or require a special set of

requests from your designer lehenga vendor.

More and more pet-based brands like That Dog In Tuxedo and Heads Up For Tails

are o�ering delights for dogs and other pets. You can also �nd accessories at a

smaller scale on Amazon and Flipkart. However, if you're looking for an exact

match to your own out�t, we'd still recommend a visit to a tailor with the excess

fabric. The matching game remains timeless indeed!

4. OTT accents always rock the show
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Sometimes, a singular OTT accent is enough to make your wedding pop! Case in

point this �oral patka to join the newly-wedded couple as a single soul. We can't

say that we love these latest wedding trends enough!

Your OTT piece could be a dazzling set of whimsical Kalire (we love PurabPaschim's

Meenakari Kalire these days), an elaborate Shikarpuri Nath, wedding garlands made

of pictures or even a setup that's all of your bridal dreams in one place.

5. The basic makeup edit

Contrary to glam or a diva bridal makeup look, the basic makeup is here to stay

indeed, with many editorial shoots sticking to the trend as a way to highlight an

out�t or a piece of facial jewellery.

As far as the latest wedding trends go, this is all about toning down the face to

bring focus to a singular feature, design or style statement. For yourself, work on a

tick that you can call your own (like Priya Warrier's elaborate eyebrow move from

last year and work it into your own wedding pictures. You will love the result!

6. Celebrity dose of inspirations - reloaded

ANITA DONGRE
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Yes, we love our stars. And we love everything that they do, especially when it

comes to the wedding looks that they don in their Bollywood weddings. So, while

we thought the trend may have curbed signi�cantly with a drought of such

weddings last year, it's come back and with a blast.

The twin celeb weddings at the end of last year - the Deep-Veer wedding and the

Priyanka Chopra had brides-to-be lining up for the Saubhagya Vati Bhava Odhni

and the red net lehenga that the two brides wore. And celebrity inspiration is in no

way going under as far as the latest wedding trends go.

7. Mirror work reloaded
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Mirror work, the way Abhinav Mishra makes it a highlight in nearly all of his

designs is back, with a raging ferocity. The retro style has found appeal amid the

latest wedding trends for out�ts - making an appearance in lehenga skirts, blouses

for lehengas and sarees as well as designer gowns.

The high-bling look is great in adding a spotlight to the bride's beauty without the

overuse of accessories or bridal jewellery, working both bling and minimalism

e�ortlessly into your D-day look.

8. Mega Kundan bling is again in
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Image Courtesy: Shades Photography India

And then, there's glass-centric, white Kundan jewellery in oversized set pieces,

whether as an elaborate Matha Patti, a heavy choker and set of necklaces, a Nath

and heavy Haathphools.

Big is better is de�nitely the appeal factor in these latest wedding trends, followed

by an e�ort to go classic and vintage in pick and style. Pick these and you'd �nd a

set that actually goes with everything you may choose to wear with it.

When it comes to the latest wedding trends that are swamping the Indian bridal

market, you know that there's no better place for these deets than this blog right

here. Add this to your feed and add to our own shared Gyaan by dropping the

details you've discovered in the comments section below.

And if you've loved these latest wedding trends than go ahead and share this story

to your feed too!
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